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I. Introduction P ROPULSION systems employing advanced propellers can offer a significant reduction in fuel consumption as compared to turbofan engines [1] , albeit at lower cruise velocity and potentially with higher noise levels. To minimize cabin noise and mitigate integration challenges, it is beneficial to position the propellers as far away as possible from the passenger seats in the cabin [2] [3] [4] [5] . The propellers can be mounted in tractor or pusher configuration at the back of the fuselage via a separate support pylon, directly to the horizontal tailplane (as proposed previously by Goldsmith and Bowles [4] and Goldsmith [5] ), or even to the wingtips. Because pusher propellers suffer from noise penalties due to wake-encounter phenomena [6] [7] [8] , the tractor-propeller configuration is an attractive design option.
Tractor-propeller configurations feature two distinct interaction effects, which are similar for pylon-mounted, tailplane-mounted, and wingtip-mounted propellers. This paper considers the pylonmounted configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In such a case, the presence of the pylon perturbs the inflow to the propeller (upstream effect), whereas the impingement of the propeller slipstream on the pylon alters the pylon performance (downstream effect). The upstream disturbance of the propeller inflow caused by the pylon leads to nonuniform blade loading, introducing an additional noise source next to the steady loading and thickness noise generated by the isolated propeller [9] . The downstream effect (i.e., the periodic impingement of the propeller blade wakes and tip vortices on the pylon) results in time-varying loads with strong spanwise and chordwise gradients [10] [11] [12] . These unsteady pylon loads can excite structural vibrations, which are transmitted into the airframe and can be perceived by the passengers as structure-borne noise, thereby reducing passenger comfort [13] . For typical cruise flight conditions, the upstream effect on the propeller loading is small [14] , and the downstream effect is the dominant mechanism for the generation of harmonic loading [15] .
The interior noise penalty due to the impingement of the propeller slipstream can be mitigated by either modifying the transmission path of the vibrations through the aircraft structure [16] or directly at the source by decreasing the amplitude of the unsteady aerodynamic loads. The latter could be achieved by using a pylon with a flowpermeable leading edge, which is also referred to as passive porosity. Such an approach has been studied numerically for unsteady stator loading due to the interaction between the rotor and stator in turbomachinery [17] [18] [19] and blade-vortex interaction noise for helicopter applications [20] . The work by Tinetti et al. [17] [18] [19] predicted reductions in unsteady loading of up to 21% by applying passive porosity at the leading edge of the stator. It was shown that mass flow going in and out of the porous medium changed the effective aerodynamic shape of the surface, thereby modifying the pressure distribution. In a similar way, treating the leading edge of a rotor blade with passive porosity reduced the amplitude of bladevortex interaction noise by 30%, as shown by Lee [20] . More recently, a combined experimental-analytical study [21] discussed measurements of the potential of porous material for tonal source attenuation in rotor-stator interactions, with the experimental setup designed to match the reduced frequencies typical of rotor-rotor interactions for contrarotating open rotors. Tonal noise reductions of up to 5 dB were achieved for a stator vane with a NACA 0012 airfoil and perforated leading edge featuring a porosity distribution similar to that considered in the work of Tinetti et al. [17] [18] [19] . No measurements were taken of the impact of the perforated leading edge on the aerodynamic performance of the vane. Other research on porous materials has mostly focused on the mitigation of shock-wave/ boundary-layer interactions [22] , leading-edge noise in turbulent inflow [23] , flap side-edge noise [24] , and trailing-edge noise [25, 26] .
The results presented in Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] confirm that passive porosity alleviates the unsteady loads due to rotor-stator and blade-vortex interactions. However, so far, no work is available in the open literature that studies the potential of passive porosity to alleviate the unsteady loading caused by the impingement of a propeller slipstream on a downstream surface, for which wake-impingement and vorteximpingement phenomena occur simultaneously. The present paper reports a quantitative analysis of the time-averaged and unsteady performance of flow-permeable leading-edge inserts applied to alleviate unsteady pylon loading for tip-mounted tractor-propeller configurations. The design of the flow-permeable leading edges was based on the optimal configuration identified by Tinetti et al. [17] [18] [19] for rotor-wake impingement on stator vanes, without further optimization for the present application. The effects of the flow-permeable leading edges on the time-averaged and unsteady aerodynamic performance of the pylon were quantified by flowfield measurements, lift and drag evaluations, and far-field noise acquisitions. The resulting dataset provides unique experimental evidence of the potential of a flow-permeable leading edge to alleviate unsteady loading due to both wake impingement and tip-vortex impingement.
II. Experimental Setup

A. Wind-Tunnel Facility and Models
The experimental campaign was carried out in the low-turbulence tunnel at Delft University of Technology. This closed-loop wind tunnel features an octagonal test section of 1.80 × 1.25 × 2.60 m, in which a maximal flow velocity can be reached of approximately 120 m∕s. At the selected freestream velocity of 40 m∕s, the turbulence level is below 0.1% (bandpass filtered between 2 and 5 kHz). An installed pylon-mounted tractor-propeller configuration was represented by positioning a pylon downstream of a propeller, as shown in Fig. 2 . This setup is referred to as setup I in the remainder of the paper.
The four-bladed right-handed propeller with a diameter of 0.237 m was driven by a 5.5 kW three-phase induction motor. During all tests, the blade angle at 75% of the propeller radius (r∕R 0.75) was set to 23.9 deg. Additional details of the propeller geometry were provided a) Front view b) Top view Fig. 1 Sketch of an aircraft layout with pylon-mounted tractor propellers. Based on Ref. [5] .
in Ref. [12] . A support sting was used to connect the propeller to an external six-component balance. The pylon model featured a straight, untapered planform with a chord length of c 0.200 m, a span of b 0.592 m, and a NACA 0012 cross section. The leading edge of the pylon was positioned at 0.100 m from the propeller center, corresponding to an axial spacing of 0.42 times the propeller diameter.
A replaceable insert with a chord length of 0.060 m (0.3c) was integrated into the leading-edge region of the top part of the pylon, allowing for different treatments at the pylon leading edge. The span of the insert was 0.100 m, meaning that it extended up to 19% of the propeller radius below the tip of the propeller. A solid aluminum insert was used as a baseline configuration to which the performance of four different flow-permeable inserts was compared. The flowpermeable inserts were designed with a perforated skin covering an empty cavity underneath, as sketched in Fig. 3 , and manufactured from polyamide by selective laser sintering. No optimizations were performed to define the characteristics of the flow-permeable inserts. Instead, the permeability distribution was taken from the work of Tinetti et al. [17] [18] [19] as the one that provided the best compromise between unsteady-load reductions and time-averaged airfoil performance for rotor-stator interactions. This meant a constant permeability of σ max p 0.22 for 0 ≤ X pyl ∕c ≤ 0.05; after which, the permeability decreased elliptically down to σ p 0.10 over the range of 0.05 < X pyl ∕c ≤ 0.10 [17] [18] [19] . The permeability factor σ p is defined here as the ratio between open and closed surface areas. No barriers were placed in the cavity to allow for communication between the pressure and suction sides of the airfoil, again following the work of Tinetti et al. [17] [18] [19] . Different hole diameters D hole and cavity depths t cavity were considered to study the sensitivity of the performance of the flow-permeable inserts to their design. Two hole diameters were used (equal to 0.5 and 1.0 mm, respectively) with a skin thickness of 1 mm. The default cavity depth was 3 mm, whereas for the model with holes of 0.5 mm, depths of 1 and 5 mm were also tested. An overview of the characteristics of the leading-edge inserts is provided in Table 1 . The flow-permeable configurations are referred to as PxxCy, with xx as the hole diameter in millimeters multiplied by 10, and y as the cavity depth in millimeters. Figure 4 depicts a photograph of the P10C3 insert installed in the pylon downstream of the propeller.
Apart from modifying the unsteady loading, the installation of a flow-permeable leading edge also affects the time-averaged aerodynamic performance. This was quantified by measuring the lift and drag of an extended pylon model spanning the height of the test section (minus 2 mm gaps on both sides). The extended pylon featured the same profile and chord length as used for the pylonpropeller interaction measurements, whereas the replaceable inserts were positioned around the center of the wind tunnel. During these measurements, the propeller setup, including the nacelle and support sting, was removed. The resulting test setup is illustrated in Fig. 5 , and it is referred to as setup II in the remainder of this paper. The results obtained with setup II cannot be compared directly to those acquired with the pylon-propeller setup (setup I; Fig. 2 ). Instead, they provide a general assessment of the time-averaged aerodynamic performance of the flow-permeable inserts, not accounting for specific installation details.
B. Time-Averaged Pylon Loading Measurements Without Propeller
The impact of the flow-permeable leading edges on the lift and drag performance of the pylon was quantified using a wake rake, tunnel-wall pressure taps, and an external six-component balance. For these measurements, setup II was used (extended pylon; Fig. 3 Geometry of the flow-permeable leading-edge inserts.
Pylon Lift
The lift generated by the pylon was measured with pressure taps distributed over four longitudinal strips installed in the walls of the test section. The pressure taps extended approximately 5c on both sides of the model along the tunnel walls. Therefore, a correction was required that accounts for the finite axial extent of the pressure taps. This was done following the method outlined in Ref. [27] . The pressure distribution associated with a point vortex at the model position was fitted to the measurement data to extrapolate the measured pressure distribution toward infinity in the up-and downstream directions. By integrating this pressure distribution and comparing the result to that obtained from integration of the original data, a lift correction factor is obtained. For the current test cases, this factor was equal to 1.13.
Because the flow-permeable inserts did not cover the entire span of the extended pylon model, the integrated lift obtained from the tunnel wall pressure data needed to be processed to obtain the performance of the flow-permeable part of the pylon. This was done by scaling the lift force with the spanwise extent of the pylon affected by the insert. This spanwise extent was determined from the measured wakerake data (see Sec. II.B.2) as the vertical range over which the drag coefficient of the pylon with a flow-permeable insert was different from that obtained for the solid pylon; see Fig. 6 . The lift on the remainder of the pylon was considered the same for all configurations:
where b is the span of the extended pylon model (Fig. 5) , b insert is the spanwise extent of the pylon affected by the flow-permeable insert ( Fig. 6 ), C L is the lift coefficient of the entire pylon (measured), c insert l is the section lift coefficient of the flow-permeable insert (unknown), and c s l is the section lift coefficient of the solid pylon (known from measurements with the solid pylon).
Pylon Drag
The sectional drag of the pylon was measured with a wake rake positioned at 2.6c downstream of the pylon trailing edge. At this position, the static pressure was verified to be recovered to the freestream value. The width of the rake equaled 0.504 m, over which 67 total-pressure probes and 16 static-pressure probes were distributed in two separate rows, which were offset in the vertical direction. The total-pressure probes were spaced non-equidistantly to achieve a maximum resolution of 3 mm in the center part of the rake. The lateral position of the rake was changed for each data point to achieve this maximum spatial resolution over the entire pylon wake. All pressures were acquired simultaneously using an electronic pressure scanner recording at a sampling rate of 5 Hz. The wake rake was traversed in the vertical direction to acquire the sectional drag distribution in the wake of the pylon over a range of 1.5 times the chord length (0.300 m). Starting at Z c, the wake rake was moved upward at a constant velocity of 2.5 mm∕s while the pressure data were acquired. As sketched in Fig. 6 , the spanwise drag distributions for the configurations with flow-permeable leading-edge inserts showed a maximum near the center of the insert. The drag coefficient decreased toward the edges of the insert, eventually reaching the value obtained for the solid pylon. This was because only part of the pylon span was covered by the leading-edge insert. The maximum value measured over the span of the insert was taken here as a representative section drag coefficient of the insert. In this way, effects related to the finite span of the flow-permeable inserts were minimized. Consequently, the resulting performance figures are indicative of the sectional performance of an infinite-span pylon with a flow-permeable leading edge, and they do not account for typical three-dimensional effects encountered in installed configurations. Therefore, the presented section drag coefficients will be conservative as compared to those associated with actual installed flow-permeable inserts.
C. Particle-Image-Velocimetry Measurements
Particle-image-velocimetry (PIV) measurements were taken to map the flowfields in the slipstream-impingement region at the leading edge of the pylon (leading-edge field-of-view (LEFOV) setup) and surrounding the entire pylon chord (chordwise field-ofview (CWFOV) setup). The velocity data obtained with the LEFOV setup were processed to compute the associated pressure fields. Figure 7 displays a sketch of the measurement-plane locations with respect to the model, whereas the acquisition and postprocessing characteristics of both setups are summarized in Table 2 . Postprocessing was performed with an iterative multigrid method [28] , whereas the uncertainty of the instantaneous velocity components was quantified using the method by Wieneke [29] . Given the finite number of image pairs, the mean flowfields obtained from the measurements represent an estimate of the true mean of the velocity fields, with an associated nonzero statistical uncertainty (even if the uncertainty of the instantaneous velocity fields were zero). This uncertainty of the mean flowfields was computed based on the velocity variations between the uncorrelated samples and the number of samples used for averaging at each vector location (σ V ∕ N p ). The uncertainty values listed in Table 2 are equal to the average uncertainty over the entire field of view. The uncertainty of the velocity components in the vortex core was up to 10 times larger. Note that, besides the contribution due to uncertainty of the instantaneous velocity fields, the statistical uncertainty of the mean also contains a contribution due to turbulence.
Propeller-Slipstream Impingement at the Pylon Leading Edge (LEFOV)
The effects of wake impingement and tip-vortex impingement on the flowfield near the pylon leading edge were quantified using the planar PIV setup referred to as LEFOV (Fig. 7a ). The fields of view surrounded the leading-edge region of the pylon, extending up to approximately X pyl ∕c 0.20. Two cameras were used to synchronously capture the flowfield on each side of the pylon. The resulting vector fields were then combined in postprocessing. Illumination was provided by two lasers, with one on each side of the test section. Cameras and lasers were traversed simultaneously to obtain measurements at three vertical positions, which were characteristic of the wake-impingement region (Z∕R 0.74) and the tip-vortex-impingement region (Z∕R 0.97 and Z∕R 1.01). The locations of the two planes in the tip-vortex-impingement region were chosen to match the spanwise positions of maximum pressure fluctuations on the retreating and advancing blade sides of the pylon, respectively [12] . Both uncorrelated and phase-locked acquisitions were performed. Phase locking was achieved using an optical oneper-revolution trigger signal installed in the electric motor driving the propeller. Six different phase angles were considered, corresponding to time instances before, during, and after impingement of the tip vortex on the leading edge of the pylon. The phase angle at the approximate time of impingement was defined as ϕ 0 0 deg, whereas the remaining measurements were taken at −17.5, −2.5, 5, 27.5, and 52.5 deg.
The phase-uncorrelated velocity fields were used to compute the pressure field at Z∕R 0.97 by solving the Poisson equation for the pressure, obtained from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. An extensive review of this technique is provided in Ref. [30] . Three-point central schemes were applied to compute the in-plane spatial derivatives. The Poisson equation, including the viscous terms, was then solved by means of the second-order scheme developed by Ragni et al. [31] . Neumann boundary conditions were specified on the inflow and outflow boundaries and on the airfoil contour, whereas Dirichlet boundary conditions were used to prescribe the total pressure on the lateral sides of the domain, where the flow was isentropic. Because the LEFOV setup only allowed for planar PIV measurements, the out-of-plane velocity component was unavailable. However, previous work for similar configurations has shown that this component has a negligible impact on the results [31] . This was confirmed by an analysis of time-averaged pressure fields computed from the stereoscopic velocity data measured with the CWFOV setup. The stochastic uncertainty of the pressure data was evaluated by propagating the statistical uncertainty of the PIV data through the routine used for the pressure computation. This was done by following a Monte Carlo approach, in which the pressure was computed repeatedly from the time-averaged velocity field with superimposed random noise. The noise was obtained from a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation equal to the 0.3% uncertainty of the mean (phase-uncorrelated) velocity data from PIV. A total of 10,000 iterations were performed, resulting in a converged standard deviation of the pressure coefficient of 0.04. Note that this error estimate does not include the propagation of a potential bias error in the PIV data.
Flowfield Around the Entire Pylon (CWFOV)
The stereoscopic CWFOV setup was employed to characterize the flowfield in a larger field of view surrounding the entire pylon (Fig. 7b) . The CWFOV measurements were only taken for the solid and P10C3 configurations because the largest differences were expected to occur between these two cases. Four cameras were installed in two separate stereoscopic layouts, synchronously acquiring the flowfields on each side of the pylon. The resulting vector fields were then combined in postprocessing. A single laser was used to create light sheets on both sides of the pylon by splitting the laser beam, similar to the setup described in Ref. [32] . Only the tip-vortex-impingement region was considered, with measurement planes at Z∕R 0.97 and Z∕R 1.01. Phase-locked acquisitions were performed for a total of 17 phase angles to achieve high temporal resolution, whereas uncorrelated measurements were also taken.
D. Acoustic-Array Measurements
An acoustic array was used to measure the sound generated by the propeller and the leading-edge region of the pylon. The resulting farfield noise data served as indication of the source strength of the pressure fluctuations on the pylon surface. The array was integrated into the wall of the test section (retreating blade side) at a sideline distance of 0.9 m from the propeller center. Because the measurements were taken in the reverberant environment of a hardwalled test section, the array data may have been influenced by acoustic reflections. However, the data were used to compare relative differences between configurations at the same frequency. In such a case, the effect of acoustic reflections is identical for all considered configurations, and thus will not affect the measured deltas.
The microphone array contained 64 PUI Audio POM-2735P-R microphones, with a sensitivity of −35 2 dB (reference: 1 V∕Pa) over a frequency range of 0.02-25 kHz. Each microphone was installed in a cavity covered by Kevlar fabric to reduce flow-induced noise stemming from the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations in the boundary layer on the wind-tunnel wall. The microphone array had an approximately elliptical shape with a major axis in the flow direction of 0.93 m and a minor axis in the vertical direction of 0.48 m. Figure 8 displays the microphone locations with respect to the position of the models.
The microphone-array data were acquired at a sampling rate of 50 kHz and with a recording time of 120 s. The acoustic data were averaged with time blocks of 4096 samples for each Fourier transform and windowed using a Hann function with 50% data overlap. With these parameters, the frequency resolution was 12.2 Hz and the expected error of the cross-spectrum estimate [33] was 1.9%. Conventional frequency-domain beamforming [34] was applied to obtain the source maps, which were computed for a grid with 1 mm spacing. This grid was oriented parallel to the microphone array, intersecting with the propeller axis. The convection of sound waves was accounted for in the formulation of the steering vectors [35] . Furthermore, the main diagonal of the 
Phase-locked measurements. cross-spectral matrix was removed to suppress the effect of incoherent noise (mostly due to remaining pressure fluctuations caused by the boundary layer on the wind-tunnel wall) and improve the beamforming results [35] .
The processed array data were used to synthesize the sound spectra emitted from the propeller and the leading-edge inserts by the technique of source power integration [35] . The two integration sectors used for this purpose are shown in Fig. 8 . In each sector, the integrated beamforming results (per frequency) were normalized by the integral of a simulated unitary point source at the center of that integration sector, which was evaluated within the same spatial domain [36] . According to the Rayleigh criterion, the spatial resolution ΔR at the position of the scan plane (Y 0.9 m) and at the blade-passage frequency (f BPF 848 Hz) equals approximately [35, 37] 
The effective diameter of the array D a was taken here as the length of the array in the streamwise direction (0.93 m) because, in this case, the separation of sources in the flow direction is of interest, whereas the speed of sound a was considered at standard atmospheric conditions. The result of Eq. (2) implies that the sources due to the propeller and pylon could not be separated at the lowest frequencies because of the limited spatial resolution of the array. However, the array data could still be used to assess the relative change in the acoustic signature of the different pylon models with respect to the baseline solid configuration. This is discussed in more detail in Sec. III.C.3.
E. Description of Analyzed Test Cases
The measurements were taken at a freestream velocity of V ∞ 40 m∕s, corresponding to a Reynolds number based on the pylon chord length of approximately Re c 550;000. The major part of the test program was conducted under symmetric inflow conditions; hence, the angle of attack and angle of sideslip were equal to 0 deg. The two-dimensional aerodynamic performance of the pylon without the propeller, however, was also evaluated at nonzero incidence angles ranging from −6 up to 12 deg. A propeller operating condition was selected at which the blades were significantly loaded while preventing separated flow on the blade sections. At the selected blade pitch angle, this was achieved at a rotation frequency of 211.9 Hz, resulting in an advance ratio of J 0.8. The corresponding thrust coefficient C T equaled 0.095. The test results were not corrected for wind-tunnel wall effects.
III. Results
A. Time-Averaged Pylon Loading Without Propeller
The effect of the flow-permeable leading-edge inserts on the timeaveraged aerodynamic performance of the pylon was initially considered without the propeller. The flowfield measurements were taken with setup I (pylon-propeller setup; Fig. 2 ) with the blades removed, whereas the performance data were acquired with setup II (extended pylon setup; Fig. 5 ).
Flowfields Around the Leading-Edge Inserts
The LEFOV PIV setup (Sec. II.C.1) was used to characterize the flowfield around the leading-edge inserts at angles of attack of 0 and 6 deg. Figure 9 presents contours of the velocity magnitude measured around the solid leading-edge insert. These velocity fields served as a baseline to which the flowfields measured with the flow-permeable inserts were compared. Figure 10 provides contours of the resulting difference in velocity magnitude with respect to the solid pylon for the four flow-permeable configurations.
The velocity fields shown in Fig. 9 for the solid pylon display the expected features for a symmetric airfoil. At an angle of attack of 0 deg (Fig. 9a) , the flowfield is symmetric, with a stagnation point at the leading edge of the profile. Increasing the angle of attack to 6 deg ( Fig. 9b) causes the velocity to rise on the suction side of the pylon (Y∕c > 0), whereas the stagnation point moves toward the pressure side of the airfoil.
The velocity-difference fields provided in Fig. 10 highlight the significant impact of the flow-permeable inserts on the flowfield, especially at a nonzero angle of attack. At an angle of attack of 0 deg (Fig. 10a) , the velocity near the flow-permeable inserts increased around the stagnation point due to the local permeability of the pylon. Moreover, compared to the solid pylon, the boundary-layer thickness increased on both sides of the pylon. This is attributed to a combination of higher surface roughness, viscous losses in the holes and cavity of the flow-permeable inserts, and the change in effective outer shape due to flow passing through the flow-permeable inserts. Comparing the results for the different inserts, it can be concluded that the changes to the boundary-layer behavior become larger with increasing hole diameter and cavity depth.
When increasing the angle of attack to 6 deg (Fig. 10b) , the pressure difference across the inserts increases. The effect of the P05C1 insert on the flowfield surrounding the pylon leading edge was relatively small. In contrast, a strong impact on the flowfield can be observed for the inserts with cavity depths of 3 and 5 mm. The thick boundary layer developing on the suction side of these inserts changed the effective thickness distribution of the airfoil, moving the suction peak downstream and decreasing its amplitude. The strong modification of the flowfield on this side of the pylon suggests that flow passed through the flow-permeable inserts from the pressure (Fig. 11a) show a pattern of narrow regions near the surface in which the amplitude of the lateral velocity was increased. The chordwise locations at which this occurred correspond to the chordwise locations of the holes in the P10C3 insert. This suggests that, indeed, flow passed through the holes of the insert, which was then responsible for the changes to the flowfield displayed in Fig. 10 . At the same locations, the fluctuations of the lateral velocity component (Fig. 11b ) also peaked, with an rms level comparable to the magnitude of the time-averaged velocity. This could hint at a pulsating outflow from the flow-permeable insert, as discussed previously by Tinetti et al. [17, 18] . Following the experimental work detailed in the present paper, a computational study was also performed with a similar geometry at the same operating conditions [38] . The numerical results obtained in that study support the outflow mechanism described in the present paper.
To quantify the changes to the boundary layer caused by the flowpermeable inserts, velocity profiles were extracted from the measured flowfields. Figure 12 presents the resulting velocity profiles on the suction side of the pylon as a function of the nondimensional wallnormal coordinate y n ∕c. The corresponding boundary-layer profiles on the pressure side are shown in Fig. 13 . Note that different ranges are used for the horizontal axis of both figures. Three chordwise positions are considered, corresponding to locations on top (X pyl ∕c 0.08), at the end (X pyl ∕c 0.10), and downstream (X pyl ∕c 0.12) of the flow-permeable part of the leading-edge inserts. Because of reflections, the boundary layers could not be resolved up to the surface of the pylon. Instead, the first data point is positioned at approximately 0.003c above the surface. The local boundary-layer thickness was approximated from the velocity profiles as the wall-normal coordinate of maximum velocity. Table 3 summarizes the data for both the suction side and the pressure side at X pyl ∕c 0.12, just downstream of the flow-permeable part of the inserts.
The boundary-layer profiles plotted in Figs. 12 and 13 confirm the conclusions drawn from the flowfields shown in Figs. 9-11 . Compared to the solid pylon configuration, the cases with a flowpermeable leading-edge insert show a thickening of the boundary layer on the suction side. Moreover, the flow-permeable insert amplifies the growth of the boundary-layer thickness in the chordwise direction, as can be seen by comparison of Figs. 12a-12c . Both effects become stronger with increasing cavity depth, whereas the hole diameter has a smaller effect. On the pressure side, on the other hand, the boundary-layer thickness decreased for the P05C3, P05C5, and P10C3 configurations as compared to the solid baseline. This is also shown by the data in Table 3 , and it confirms that flow passed through the flow-permeable inserts from the pressure side to the suction side of the pylon. This is further supported by the departure in shape from a regular turbulent boundary layer that can be seen in Fig. 12 for the flow-permeable configurations. For the P10C3 insert, a change in slope of the velocity profile occurred at a wallnormal coordinate of around y n ∕c 0.008 at X pyl ∕c 0.10 ( Fig. 12b ) and X pyl ∕c 0.12 ( Fig. 12c) . A local increase in velocity can be seen, which is attributed to the additional momentum coming through the distinct holes in the leading-edge insert. The local velocity maxima could not be identified in the boundary-layer profiles for the configurations with the smaller hole diameter (D hole 0.5 mm). For these inserts, the throughflow is divided over a larger number of holes; hence, the viscous losses are higher and the local velocity perturbation through each hole is smaller than for the P10C3 insert.
Lift and Drag Performance
The changes to the flowfield caused by the flow-permeable insert affect the time-averaged lift and drag performance. This was quantified by measurements with setup II (extended pylon; Fig. 5 ).
These measurements served as indication of the time-averaged effects of the flow-permeable inserts on the sectional lift and drag performance.
The average sectional lift performance of the leading-edge inserts was determined from the tunnel wall pressure-tap data following Eq. (1), as explained in Sec. II.B.1. The sectional drag was obtained from the wake-rake measurements, as discussed in Sec. II.B.2. Figure 14 presents the resulting sectional lift and drag as a function of angle of attack for the five pylon configurations. The lift data were obtained over an angle-of-attack range spanning from −6 up to 12 deg, whereas the drag measurements were taken at six angles of attack in the range of −6 up to 9 deg.
The lift polars depicted in Fig. 14a highlight the strong dependence of the lift performance at higher angles of attack on the design of the flow-permeable insert. For angles of attack between approximately −6 and 6 deg, the lift increased linearly with angle of attack for all inserts, with a lift gradient lower than the theoretical value of 2π expected from thin-airfoil theory. This was due to nonnegligible induced effects caused by the 2 mm gaps on both ends of the pylon (Fig. 5 ), which were implemented in the setup to allow for external balance measurements. Compared to the solid pylon, the configurations with the flow-permeable insert displayed a reduction of the lift slope. The performance decreased nonlinearly with increasing hole diameter and increasing cavity depth. Considering that the results for the P05C3 and P05C5 inserts were equivalent, it is concluded that increasing the cavity depth beyond a limit value no longer has a significant effect on the generated lift. The reduced performance of the flow-permeable inserts was due to the flow through the permeable surface, mitigating the pressure difference at the leading edge of the pylon. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10 , the inflow and outflow mechanisms changed the effective outer shape of the insert. This resulted in a decrease in magnitude of the suction peak, and hence a reduction of the lift. Note that the PIV evaluations were performed with setup I (propeller-pylon setup; Fig. 2) , and thus the effective angle of attack at the measurement plane might have been different from the one experienced in the measurements taken with setup II (extended pylon; Fig. 5 ). At higher angles of attack, the lift decreased significantly as compared to the solid baseline for the P05C3, P05C5, and P10C3 inserts. The strongest effect was observed for the insert with the largest hole diameter, for which the throughflow will have been the most severe. The insert with the smallest cavity depth (P05C1), on the other hand, displayed better performance. For this insert, the significant drop in lift at higher angles of attack only occurred at α 12 deg, whereas at lower angles of attack, the reduction in the section lift coefficient was within 0.05 as compared to the solid pylon. Figure 14b displays increased drag due to installation of the flowpermeable inserts. This was as expected, considering the associated increase of the boundary-layer thickness shown in Sec. III.A.1. The insert with the smallest hole diameter and cavity depth (P05C1) displayed the smallest drag penalty. Compared to the solid insert, the development of drag coefficient with angle of attack was similar for this configuration, albeit at levels up to approximately two times higher. For the flow-permeable inserts with larger cavity depth, on the other hand, the drag coefficient started to increase rapidly at angles of attack of 6 deg and above. This matches with the flowfields presented in Figs. 9 and 10, as well as with the lift response observed in Fig. 14a .
Projected Lift Performance and Drag Penalty due to Flow-Permeable Inserts
The results provided in Fig. 14 show reduced lift and significantly increased drag for the flow-permeable inserts. However, the largest unsteady loading due to the slipstream interaction occurs at the spanwise location of tip-vortex impingement [12] . Therefore, in a realistic application, possibly only a small spanwise part of the pylon needs to be covered with porosity to achieve reductions of the unsteady loads. Consequently, the absolute lift and drag penalties for a pylon treated with a flow-permeable insert would be smaller than the change measured over the spanwise extent of the insert. Therefore, a projection was made of the aerodynamic performance of a realistic pylon with flow-permeable treatment along 10% of the pylon span, hence only covering the spanwise part around the tipvortex-impingement location. The corresponding effective aerodynamic span of the flow-permeable inserts was scaled based on the approach described in the discussion of Eq. (1) . To approximately account for three-dimensional effects, this computation was performed based on the mean drag coefficient measured over the inserts, as opposed to taking the maximum value as done in Fig. 14 . Figure 15a presents the resulting pylon lift as a function of angle of attack. In terms of the pylon drag, a drag penalty was computed relative to the results obtained for the solid baseline configuration, as shown in Fig. 15b . Figure 15a highlights that application of a 10%-span flowpermeable leading edge hardly affects the lift performance of the pylon. This is particularly relevant for wing-mounted and tailplanemounted configurations, for which the lifting performance of the aerodynamic surface is more important than for the pylon-mounted case. For the P05C1 configuration, only a slight reduction in lift can be observed at the highest angle of attack considered (α 12 deg). The other flow-permeable configurations would decrease the lift performance for angles of attack beyond 6 deg. The maximum drop in lift coefficient was approximately 15% at the highest angle of attack considered.
From Fig. 15b it can be seen that the projected drag increase for the complete pylon would be 5-100%, depending on the configuration and angle of attack. For the P05C1 configuration, the drag penalty remained within 10% at all studied angles of attack. The reduced drag penalty observed for this configuration at a nonzero angle of attack is due to boundary-layer transition on the solid baseline configuration. At a low angle of attack, the natural transition point on the solid pylon will have been more downstream than for the P05C1 configuration because of the lower surface roughness of the solid model. This corresponds to lower skin-friction drag for the solid pylon, and hence a drag penalty for the P05C1 configuration. At a higher angle of attack, on the other hand, the natural transition point on the solid pylon will have also moved toward the leading edge. As a result, the relative drag penalty of the P05C1 insert decreased at higher angles of attack. The P05C3, P05C5, and P10C3 inserts displayed larger drag penalties, especially at high angle of attack. This is as expected when considering the sectional drag performance of these inserts displayed in Fig. 14b . The largest increase in drag occurred for the P10C3 configuration, with a projected drag penalty of approximately 35% at an angle of attack of 6 deg. At higher Reynolds numbers, which are more representative of flight, the extent of laminar flow on the solid pylon would decrease when compared to the situation in the experiment. The associated increased drag on the solid pylon would lead to a reduction of the relative drag penalty caused by the flow-permeable inserts, analogously to the preceding discussion of the impact of transition on the drag penalty of the P05C1 insert.
B. Time-Averaged Pylon Loading with Propeller
The time-averaged pylon loading with the propeller present was evaluated from the PIV measurements taken with the LEFOV setup (Sec. II.C.1). The computed pressure fields were used to extract pressure distributions as close as possible to the pylon, which corresponded to an offset of 0.0075c from the surface. Figure 16 presents the pressure distributions at vertical locations in the wake-impingement region (Z∕R 0.74, Fig. 16a ) and tip-vorteximpingement region (Z∕R 0.97, Fig. 16b ) for an angle of attack of α 0 deg. The pressure coefficient was defined based on the freestream dynamic pressure. The error bars shown in the top left of both subplots indicate the 95% confidence interval of the pressure data. Markers are displayed for clarity at chordwise intervals of 0.03c; the actual resolution of the data was about 20 times higher (Table 2) .
Compared to the solid pylon, the effect of the flow-permeable inserts on the pressure distribution was comparable in the wakeimpingement region (Fig. 16a) and the tip-vortex-impingement region (Fig. 16b) . For the flow-permeable configurations, the suction peak was displaced downstream toward the end of the flowpermeable part of the inserts and increased in magnitude as compared to the solid pylon. Similar modifications to the pressure distribution occur for a clean airfoil by increasing the profile thickness and/or moving the location of maximum thickness aft [27] . This matches with the change in the effective aerodynamic shape of the pylon observed before in Figs. 9 and 10 for the case without the propeller, which was attributed to crossflow through the flow-permeable inserts. Similar conclusions were drawn by Tinetti et al. [17] [18] [19] and Mineck and Hartwich [39] . The downstream displacement of the suction peak was also found in the numerical research of Lee [20] . In that case, however, the amplitude of the suction peak decreased due to the application of porosity. This can also be observed in the velocity fields of Fig. 10 , but only at a higher effective angle of attack than for the data shown in Fig. 16 .
For a given configuration, significant differences can be observed between the pressure distributions measured in the wakeimpingement region (Z∕R 0.74; Fig. 16a ) and the tip-vorteximpingement region (Z∕R 0.97; Fig. 16b ). This is due to the radial gradients of the axial and tangential velocities in the propeller slipstream. At Z∕R 0.74, the effect of the propeller is to increase the axial velocity. As a result, the local dynamic pressure is higher than the freestream dynamic pressure; hence, the pressure coefficient at the stagnation point increases beyond unity. Near the edge of the slipstream, on the other hand, the axial velocity increment is approximately zero; hence, the dynamic pressure is about equal to the freestream value. The distribution of the tangential velocity in the propeller slipstream causes an increased effective angle of attack at Z∕R 0.74. This leads to a stronger suction peak and larger pressure differential across the suction and pressure sides of the pylon than at the edge of the slipstream.
C. Unsteady Pylon Loading with Propeller 1. Flowfields Around the Leading-Edge Inserts
The time-dependent interaction between the propeller slipstream and the pylon leading edge was visualized using phase-locked PIV measurements with the LEFOV setup. Velocity data were acquired phase locked to the angular blade position for all five pylon configurations, as discussed in Sec. II.C.1. Figure 17 presents the corresponding velocity fields at time instants before, during, and after impingement of the tip vortex on the pylon leading edge. These time instants correspond to relative propeller blade phase angles of ϕ 0 −17.5 deg, ϕ 0 0 deg, and ϕ 0 27.5 deg, respectively, with ϕ 0 0 deg taken as the phase angle corresponding to the blade location at the approximate time of tip-vortex impingement on the pylon leading edge. The measurements were taken at the tip-vorteximpingement location (Z∕R 0.97). An in-depth analysis of the tipvortex-impingement process for the solid pylon configuration has been given by Sinnige et al. in Ref. [12] . The following discussion focuses on the changes to the flowfield induced by the flowpermeable leading edges.
Before impingement of the vortex on the pylon leading edge (Fig. 17a) , the dominant effect of the flow-permeable inserts was to increase the boundary-layer thickness on the pylon, as discussed in Sec. III.A.1. The small angle of attack induced by the propeller slipstream changed the flowfields as compared to the propeller-off case shown in Figs. 9 and 10 .
When the tip vortex impinges (Fig. 17b) , it starts bending around the pylon leading edge. Initially, the flowfield remained practically unaffected by the application of the flow-permeable leading edge. However, once the vortex had traveled downstream (Fig. 17c) , the effect of the flow-permeable inserts became more pronounced. The viscous interaction of the vortex with the pylon boundary layer leads to dissipation, reducing the strength of the vortex near the pylon surface [11] . This process is amplified when the boundary-layer thickness is increased. Moreover, the increased boundary-layer thickness also causes the vortex core to move away from the pylon surface, which is further enhanced by the outflow from the flowpermeable surface on the suction side of the model (Fig. 11) .
Both the reduction in strength of the vortex and the displacement of the core away from the surface should reduce the pressure fluctuations on the pylon surface. In principle, these two effects could also be achieved using a rough surface, assuming the same boundarylayer growth could be achieved as displayed here for the cases with a flow-permeable insert. However, the flow-permeable inserts enable two additional mechanisms: the flow through the holes and cavity leads to additional dissipation, whereas the communication between regions of high and low pressure alleviates local pressure gradients, and thus unsteady loading. These effects are smallest for the insert with the smallest cavity depth (P05C1), which is as expected when considering the flowfields measured for the propeller-off case (Figs. 9 and 10 ).
Flowfields Around the Entire Pylon
In addition to the local PIV measurements near the leading edge provided by the LEFOV setup, the CWFOV setup (Sec. II.C.2) was used to obtain phase-locked velocity fields around the pylon at the vertical position of tip-vortex impingement (Z∕R 0.97). For this setup, data are only available for the solid and P10C3 configurations. To illustrate the results obtained with the CWFOV setup, Fig. 18 presents an example phase-locked flowfield for the solid pylon configuration, displaying contours of the axial velocity. In addition to the velocity field, isolines of normalized vorticity ω Z ω Z D∕V disk are superimposed, where V disk is the effective velocity at the propeller disk estimated from one-dimensional actuator-disk theory [40] . The two crosses in Fig. 18 indicate the positions at which velocity fluctuations were extracted, as presented in Fig. 19 . Figure 18 shows the tip vortices being convected downstream along the pylon chord. The expected spanwise shearing of the propeller slipstream [12] caused the vortex cores to gradually move away from the measurement plane on both sides of the pylon. On the advancing side, the vortices displace in the direction away from the propeller axis. As a result, the vortices crossed the measurement plane, as can be seen from the vorticity contours. This led to strong induced velocities in the field of view. On the retreating side, the slipstream edge displaces toward the propeller axis. Therefore, the vortices were above the measurement plane, and thus their effect on the measured velocity field was smaller.
To analyze the local unsteadiness near the pylon, time histories of the fluctuating velocity magnitude were extracted at 0.0375c from the surface at X pyl ∕c 0.08. Figure 19 presents the results for the solid and P10C3 configurations. The measurement data were acquired for a single blade passage only; these data were repeated for the remaining three blade passages to describe the response for a complete revolution. The error bar plotted in the top left of the subplots represents the 95% confidence interval of the respective velocity component from PIV.
The waveforms displayed in Fig. 19 highlight the strong effect of the tip-vortex passage on the velocity field around the pylon. Because locally the axis of the vortex was parallel to the Y axis and approximately in the measurement plane (see Ref. [12] ), the tangential velocities induced by the vortex led to strong fluctuations of the vertical velocity component (in the Z direction). The rotation direction of the vortex was such that the vertical velocity increased (i.e., a velocity component away from the propeller axis) when the vortex approached the sampling location (see Fig. 2 ). The measured velocity fluctuations were largest on the advancing blade side, as expected from Fig. 18 . This is due to the spanwise shearing of the slipstream, as discussed previously. Because of the tilting of the vortex path relative to the measurement plane, the induced velocities by the vortices also modified the other components of the velocity vector at the sampling location. The spanwise displacement away from the propeller axis on the advancing side led to an increase in axial velocity there, whereas the opposite occurred on the retreating side.
The flow through the holes and cavity of the flow-permeable insert at least partially mitigated the local velocity fluctuations caused by the periodic impingement of the tip vortices on the pylon. On the retreating side, the thicker boundary layer (Fig. 17) caused increased dissipation of the vortex as compared to the solid configuration, which is reflected by the reduced velocity fluctuations in the Z direction. Compared to the solid baseline, the rms level of the fluctuations decreased by about 35% by application of the flow-permeable insert. The throughflow mechanism increased the fluctuations in the Y direction, albeit with small amplitude as compared to the other velocity components. On the advancing side, on the other hand, the velocity fluctuations in the Y direction decreased by the flow through the flow-permeable insert. This also seems to apply to the Z component; although, in that case, the peak amplitudes could be affected by the relatively coarse sampling. The reduced velocity fluctuations near the surface are promising in view of the desired reduction of the unsteady pylon loads.
Far-Field Acoustic Data
The flowfield information provided by the PIV measurements was complemented by far-field acoustic data acquired with the microphone array discussed in Sec. II.D. The impingement of the propeller slipstream on the pylon causes periodic velocity and pressure fluctuations on the pylon surface, as discussed in the previous sections. The pressure fluctuations lead to tonal noise radiated from the pylon. Although it will be shown that the sound pressure level of these tones is negligible as compared to the noise emitted by the propeller, the levels can still be used as an indirect measure of the unsteady pressure fluctuations on the pylon. Therefore, the potential mitigation of structure-borne noise offered by the flow-permeable inserts can be assessed by studying the farfield acoustic data measured with the microphone array. Figure 20 presents example sound-source maps for the solid pylon at frequencies of two and five times the blade-passage frequency. The source maps confirm that the airborne noise associated with the pressure fluctuations on the pylon is negligible as compared to the steady-loading noise emitted by the propeller. However, the pressure fluctuations on the pylon may still be experienced as an additional noise source inside the cabin via the structure-borne noise path. Therefore, a reduction of these pressure fluctuations can increase passenger comfort.
To separate the sound emitted from the propeller and the pylon, source power integration was performed over the two sectors defined in Fig. 8 . Figure 21 compares the resulting sound pressure levels for the different pylon configurations over a range of one-third-octave bands. It can be seen that the propeller noise was hardly affected by the pylon configuration, whereas the pylon noise decreased for two of the flow-permeable inserts (P05C3 and P10C3) as compared to the solid baseline. Furthermore, a noise increase from the pylon can be observed at high frequency for the P10C3 configuration, albeit at levels significantly below the dominant noise at low frequency. These results are discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs. At low frequency, the resolution of the microphone-array data was insufficient to distinguish the propeller and pylon noise sources [Eq. (2)]. As a result, the levels obtained in sector II (Fig. 21b) also contained a contribution due to the propeller. Although this effect gradually decreased with increasing frequency, it means that the data from sector II could only be used to study relative differences in sound emissions from the pylon with respect to the solid baseline configuration.
a. Propeller Noise. The upstream effect of the different leadingedge inserts on the propeller was investigated in more detail by analysis of the narrowband spectra of the propeller noise emissions, as determined by integration of the sound sources in the area surrounding the propeller (sector I in Fig. 8 ). Figure 22 presents the resulting spectra for a frequency range including the first four propeller tones. To illustrate the difference in upstream effect for the various pylon configurations, the standard deviation was computed from the tonal levels measured at each multiple of the blade-passage frequency. Small values of the resulting standard deviations indicate a limited upstream effect of the different inserts on the propeller noise. Figure 22 shows that the propeller noise emissions were practically independent of the installed leading-edge insert. Propeller tones were recorded at the first four multiples of the blade-passage frequency, whereas broadband noise was dominant at higher frequencies. The variation in tonal levels for the different pylon configurations was lowest at the fundamental frequency (f 1 ⋅ BPF), for which the standard deviation of the measurements equaled 0.3 dB. The tonal amplitudes at the higher blade-passage-frequency multiples were lower, leading to an increased variation of at most 1 dB. When considering the one-third-octave-band levels (Fig. 21a) , the standard deviation of the measurements for the different leading-edge inserts decreased to a maximum of 0.3 dB over the entire frequency range.
b. Pylon Noise. The small difference between the propeller noise spectra shown in Fig. 22 shows that the upstream effect of the pylon on the propeller did not depend on the installed leading-edge insert. Therefore, any difference between the measured noise signatures in the pylon integration area (sector II in Fig. 8 ) should have been due to a change in response at the pylon itself. Therefore, the far-field tonal noise extracted from the pylon sector could be used as an indirect measure of the pressure fluctuations on the leading-edge inserts. The results presented in Fig. 21b already indicated a change in noise emissions from the pylon for the different leading-edge configurations. Figure 23 presents the data as differences in sound pressure level with respect to the results recorded for the solid baseline configuration (ΔSPL). Positive values of ΔSPL indicate reductions of the measured sound pressure level by application of the flow-permeable inserts, and vice versa. Both the one-third-octaveband levels (Fig. 23a ) and the tonal levels (Fig. 23b) are considered. The data uncertainty is indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 23a and by the error bars in Fig. 23b . The associated values correspond to the standard deviation of the repeated propeller noise measurements (Fig. 22) , evaluated as the maximum over each of the one-thirdoctave bands in Fig. 23a and separately at each multiple of the bladepassage frequency in Fig. 23b .
The one-third-octave-band data presented in Fig. 23a indicate that the P05C1 insert did not have a significant effect on the noise emissions from the pylon for frequencies up to about eight times the blade-passage frequency. The P05C3 and P10C3 inserts, on the other hand, provided a far-field noise reduction of 2 to 3 dB in this frequency range. This indicates that the pressure fluctuations on the surface were reduced by application of these flow-permeable inserts; hence, the interaction mechanism caused by the impingement of the propeller slipstream was at least partially mitigated. The observed differences between the P05C3 and P10C3 inserts were approximately within the measurement uncertainty for frequencies up to six times the blade-passage frequency.
At high frequency (f∕BPF > 7), the P10C3 configuration displayed a strong noise increase as compared to the solid pylon. As shown in Fig. 24 , the associated broadband noise source was found near the leading edge of the pylon and did not occur with the solid leading edge. The mechanism causing the noise penalty at higher frequencies for the P10C3 insert is still unknown. However, it was also observed in numerical simulations of a similar geometry at the same operating conditions [38] . A previous study [26] focusing on porous treatments applied at the trailing edge of airfoils showed similar results, which were attributed to increased surface roughness due to the flow-permeable material. It should be noted that the absolute sound pressure level of the noise emissions in this frequency range was well below that at low frequency, and thus the additional noise-generating mechanism did not noticeably affect the overall sound pressure level.
The tonal levels shown in Fig. 23b confirm the observations made based on the one-third-octave-band levels. At the dominant fundamental frequency (f 1 ⋅ BPF), the P05C1 configuration returned a decrease in sound pressure level of only 0.8 dB, whereas the P05C3 and P10C3 configurations displayed reductions of 1.9 and 2.8 dB, respectively. For these two inserts, significant reductions of the far-field sound emissions also occurred for the higher harmonics. Therefore, it is concluded that the P05C3 and P10C3 inserts offered more effective unsteady-load alleviation than the P05C1 insert. This highlights the sensitivity of the unsteady-load alleviation to the cavity depth. Comparing the trends in unsteady-load alleviation with the time-averaged aerodynamic-performance data (Fig. 14) , which indicated increased throughflow for the P05C3 and P10C3 inserts, it is concluded that the throughflow mechanism has a key impact on the unsteady-load alleviation obtained by the installation of the flowpermeable inserts.
IV. Conclusions
This paper has presented an experimental study focused on quantifying the potential of a flow-permeable leading edge to alleviate the unsteady loading caused by propeller-slipstream impingement. A propeller was positioned upstream of a pylon featuring replaceable leading-edge inserts. A solid insert was used as a baseline to which the results obtained with four different flowpermeable inserts were compared.
From the velocity fields acquired with particle-image velocimetry, it is concluded that the application of a flow-permeable leading edge strongly modifies the flowfield around the pylon, especially at a nonzero angle of attack. The flow through the holes and cavity of the flow-permeable insert causes an increase in boundary-layer thickness, thereby modifying the effective outer shape of the pylon. This was particularly pronounced for the inserts with a larger cavity depth. The resulting lift performance was shown to be reduced, especially at angles of attack above 6 deg. Also, the drag increased, which was concluded to be the result of viscous dissipation and increased surface roughness as compared to the solid pylon model.
The increase in boundary-layer thickness resulted in a local reduction in strength of the propeller blades' tip vortices due to the enhanced viscous interaction, whereas the vortices also displaced away from the surface. Furthermore, the flow through the holes and cavity caused additional dissipation. Consequently, the velocity fluctuations induced by the blade tip vortices decreased by up to 35% near the pylon surface in the tip-vortex-impingement region. Microphone-array measurements showed that this led to reduced far-field noise, suggesting a reduction in pressure fluctuations on the pylon surface. Larger reductions in far-field noise, and thus pressure fluctuations, were obtained for the inserts with larger cavity depth. Because the time-averaged performance of the inserts decreased with increasing cavity depth, it is concluded that a careful tradeoff is required between time-averaged aerodynamic performance and unsteady-load alleviation when designing flowpermeable inserts.
